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Abstract

People often act together with a shared purpose� they collaborate
on a group action or activity� An increasing number of computer ap�
plications also require collaboration among various systems and users�
The plans for such collaborative activities must be formed with oth�
ers� not in isolation� Groups may persist over long periods of time �as
do orchestras� sports teams� and systems administration groups�� form
spontaneously for a single group activity �as when a group forms for
a programming project�� or come together repeatedly �as do surgical
teams and airline crews��

A major challenge for researchers in Arti�cial Intelligence is to de�
termine ways to construct computer systems that are able to act ef�
fectively as collaborative team members� Collaborative activities re�
quire more than the sum of individual plans� Participants must form
commitments not only to the group action itself� but also to the ac�
tivities of other participants that are in service of this group activity�

�This research has been supported in part by National Science Foundation grants IRI
��������� IRI�������� and CDA����	�	��
 The authors thank David Sullivan for his
helpful comments on earlier drafts and for his assistance with the section on empirical
studies
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Group decision�making processes are required to expand partial plans
to more complete ones� Furthermore� when con�icts arise from re�
source bounds� participants must weigh commitments to group activi�
ties against those for individual activities� This article brie�y reviews
the major features of one model of collaborative planning� SharedPlans
�Grosz and Kraus� �		
� �			�� describes several current e�orts to de�
velop collaborative planning agents and systems for human�computer
communication based on this model� and discusses empirical research
aimed at determining commitment strategies in the SharedPlans con�
text�

Keywords� Collaboration� Multi�agent planning� Intention�con�ict
resolution� SharedPlans�

Introduction

Pollack �Pollack� ����� ����� has argued that �there�s more to life than
making plans	
 Planning agents inhabit worlds that are constantly chang�
ing� worlds in which actions have uncertain outcomes	 They must be able
to adapt to these changes and uncertainties	 Planning most often must be
done incrementally and must be interleaved with execution	 Thus� planning
is only one of many �plan�management processes
� agents must be able to
elaborate partial plans into more complete ones� manage commitments and
monitor their environments eectively� assess alternative plans and possibil�
ities� and coordinate with other agents �Pollack� ����� Pollack and Horty�
this issue�	

There�s not only more to life than making plans� there�s more to man�
aging plans than managing them alone	 In a multi�agent context� agents
do more than coordinate individual plans	 Group activities require a vari�
ety of group decision�making and planning processes	 Not only must the
plan�management processes agents use for their individual plans operate in
multi�agent contexts� but also agents must have group plan�management
processes for plan evaluation� plan elaboration� decision making and com�
mitment monitoring	 Although these group processes have individual�plan
analogues� their operation is necessarily complicated by the multi�agent con�
text	

This article describes research focused on a particular kind of distributed�
continual plan management�namely� plan management in the context of
multi�agent collaboration	 Collaboration is distinguished from other kinds
of multi�agent interaction �e	g	� cooperation� coordination� and competition�
by the existence of a shared goal and the agents� commitments to that shared
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goal	 Our work attempts to identify the capabilities needed by agents if they
are to plan and act collaboratively	 We have developed a formalization of
collaboration� called SharedPlans �Grosz and Kraus� ����� ������ which pro�
vides both a speci�cation for the design of collaboration�capable agents and
a framework for research	 A recent paper �Kraus and Hadad� ����� presents
several examples illustrating that the use of SharedPlans leads to better
utilization of resources� better coordination of tasks� and higher chances
of ful�lling agents� goals	 The particular aspects of SharedPlans that con�
tribute to these improvements include their provision for agents to interleave
planning and acting� the inclusion of commitments that can lead agents to
behave helpfully� and constraints that prohibit adoption of con�icting inten�
tions	

We are currently developing three systems based on the SharedPlans
theory� the GigAgent multi�agent system for collaborations of hetereoge�
neous groups of people and computer systems� the WebTrader system for
electronic commerce� and the DIAL system that provides a collaborative
interface for distance learning	

The GigAgent system has a general architecture that supports partici�
pation in several dierent kinds of collaborative activities involving teams
consisting of both people and computer systems	 The name �GigAgent

was motivated by a sample application involving a group of human musi�
cians who form SharedPlans to perform musical gigs	 Figure � provides a
schematic of a GigAgent system that might support this kind of collabora�
tion� i	e	� one in which the main collaborative activity �playing the gig� is an
action to be done by a group of people� but computer systems are involved
in various supporting activities	 In such settings� each person involved in the
collaboration has a dedicated computer assistant	 When information about
a potential gig arises �e	g	� over the internet or email�� the group of computer
agents could handle much of the work of determining whether or not the
gig might be feasible and� if so� establishing the framework of a SharedPlan
for doing that gig	 For instance� computer GigAgents might handle such
tasks as making arrangements for the group to rent a van or sending email
con�rming the gig contract	

Another type of GigAgent system is one in which a combined team of
people and computer systems performs the overall collaborative activity	
We are currently implementing the GigAgent system in a computer systems
administration domain that requires this kind of organization �Figure ��	
In this domain people perform such actions as installing new software� and
systems perform such actions as running backup systems	

The WebTrader system �Kraus and Hadad� ����� was designed to oper�
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Figure �� WebTrader� SharedPlans in an Electronic Commerce domain

ate in the Electronic Commerce domain	 Figure � gives a schematic view of
a typical WebTrader con�guration	 In this domain� there are several enter�
prises� each containing several buyer and seller agents	 In addition� persons
may interact with the seller agents of an enterprise	 A collaborative trans�
action occurs when a buyer agent �or a person� and a seller agent form a
SharedPlan for the buyer to purchase some item from the seller	

In both the GigAgent and WebTrader systems� we use SharedPlans not
only explicitly to model the collaborations among the various agents� but
also implicitly in the design of the requisite human�computer interfaces	
The goal is to make the interfaces collaborative and� hence� more eective	
In this eort� we are drawing on our experience in designing a collaborative
interface� called DIAL� for a distance learning system	

The next sections of this article present brief overviews of the Shared�
Plans formalization and the basic processes required in collaborative systems
based on it	 Subsequent sections provide additional details of the GigAgent�
WebTrader� and DIAL systems	 The SharedPlans formalization also pro�
vides a framework for identifying and investigating fundamental questions
about collaboration	 The �nal section of this article describes empirical re�
search on the problem of intention�reconciliation in a group context� this
work was prompted by both the formalization and the implementation ef�
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forts	

The SharedPlans Formalization of Collaboration

Pollack ������ argued that agents typically have dierent beliefs about the
ways to do an action or to achieve some desired state and that� as a result� it
was necessary to move away from a view of plans as primarily data�structure�
like to a view of plans in terms of mental state	 In this view� an agent has
a plan to do some action if it has a certain set of beliefs and intentions
pertaining to that action	 Bratman ������ also argued for a mental�state
view of plans� emphasizing the roles of intentions in focusing means�ends
reasoning� in constraining the other intentions an agent might subsequently
adopt� and in guiding replanning	

The SharedPlans formalization of collaborative planning is based on a
mental�state view of plans	 It was originally conceived to provide the ba�
sis for modeling the intentional structure of discourse �Grosz and Sidner�
�����	 We subsequently generalized the formalization to accommodate more
than two participating agents and to support the construction of teams of
collaboration�capable agents �Grosz and Kraus� ����� ����� Hunsberger�
�����	 Lochbaum ������ ����� demonstrated the power of using Shared�
Plans as the basis for intentional structure in dialogue	 Others adapted
this use of SharedPlans to the design of graphically�based human�computer
interfaces �Rich and Sidner� ����� Ortiz et al	� �����	 Tambe ������ has in�
corporated some elements of SharedPlans in STEAM �a Shell for Teamwork�
which he has used to build systems for Robocup Soccer tournaments and
for military simulations and exercises	 A comparison of the SharedPlans
formalization with alternative computational accounts �Cohen� Levesque�
and Nunes� ����� Cohen and Levesque� ����� Kinny et al	� ����� and philo�
sophical theories �Searle� ����� Bratman� ����� may be found in our earlier
papers �Grosz and Kraus� ����� �����	

The SharedPlans formalization treats complex actions and partial plans�
models the possibility of agents contracting out actions to other agents�
provides for the interleaving of planning and execution� and distinguishes
the information needed by agents directly involved in the planning of some
constituent action from the information the group at large must have about
that action	 The model presumes general procedures for reconciling con�icts
among intentions and requires a variety of group decision�making processes	

The formalization distinguishes two kinds of intention� ��� intention to

do an action and ��� intention that a proposition hold	 An agent intending
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to do some action must not only be committed to doing that action� it must
also have appropriate beliefs about its ability to do that action� and it must
have some knowledge about how to do it or how to �gure out how to do it	
An agent intending that some proposition hold must be committed to doing
what it can� if anything� to bring about the proposition� but it need not
necessarily be able to do anything	 Both forms of intention preclude agents
�knowingly� adopting con�icting intentions	 In SharedPlans� intentions�that
are used to represent agents� commitments to their group activity� to specify
the collaborative support participants oer one another� and to provide a
basis for agents to form the mutual beliefs necessary for collaboration �Grosz
and Kraus� �����	

The mental�state view of plans is crucial to the SharedPlans formaliza�
tion	 It enables the coordination and integration of SharedPlans for group
actions with individual plans for single�agent constituent actions of those
plans� because the same kinds of beliefs and intentions play a role in each	
Furthermore� in a multi�agent context� plans must be ascribable to agents
and groups of agents�either theoretically� from an omniscient�observer per�
spective� or from the perspective of a fellow collaborator	 Because ascribing
a plan to an agent or group of agents depends on a determination that the
relevant beliefs and intentions hold� specifying the conditions under which a
plan may be so ascribed requires a mental�state view of plans	 In addition�
adopting the mental�state view has enabled the proof of several theorems
relating agent knowledge and beliefs to the existence of plans �Hunsberger�
�����	

Plan De�nitions

The SharedPlans formalization distinguishes partial plans and complete
plans	 A Full SharedPlan �FSP� is a complete plan in which agents have
fully determined how they will perform an action	 Because most of the time
that agents are involved in a collaborative activity their plans are partial�
the FSP de�nition serves as a target for their planning activity�agents
know they must reach the mental states speci�ed by the FSP de�nition to
have a complete plan	 The Partial SharedPlan �PSP� de�nition provides a
speci�cation of the minimal mental�state requirements for collaboration to
exist and gives criteria governing the process of completing the plan	

Agents involved in a SharedPlan to do some action are required to have
certain individual and mutual beliefs about how that action and its con�
stituent subactions are to be done	 These beliefs are speci�ed in terms
of recipes� A �full� recipe for doing some action A� is a set of actions and
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constraints such that the doing of those actions under those constraints con�
stitutes the doing of A�	 A partial recipe is a set of actions and constraints
that may be extended to a full recipe	

Ultimately� actions must be performed by individual agents	 Thus�
SharedPlans contain individual plans of the participating agents as con�
stituents	 Extending the work of Pollack ������� the SharedPlans formal�
ization speci�es that for an agent to have a full individual plan to do some
�single�agent� action� it must have knowledge of a recipe for that action�
believe that it will be able to perform the actions in that recipe� and have
intentions to do those constituent actions	 Because individual plans� like
SharedPlans� are partial much of the time� the formalization also de�nes a
partial individual plan in which an agent may have only a partial recipe for
doing the action and may have only partial plans for doing the actions in
that recipe	

For both individual and group plans� elaborating a partial plan into a full
plan involves choosing a full recipe or extending �perhaps incrementally�
a partial recipe	 It also involves establishing subordinate plans for each
subaction in the recipe	 In a full plan� the group action has been fully
decomposed into basic actions �i	e	� actions that an individual agent may
execute at will under appropriate conditions�	

The Full SharedPlan �FSP� and Partial SharedPlan �PSP� de�nitions are
stated informally in Figures � and �	� The numbers in the �gures indicate
some of the essential elements of a SharedPlan� ��� commitment to the group
activity� ��� commitment to the actions of others in service of the group
activity� ��� the existence of and commitment to a group process for selecting
a recipe for the group activity� and ��� the existence of and commitment to
a group process for assigning agents or subgroups to constituent actions	
As the de�nitions make evident� planning collaboratively introduces several
complexities not present in the single�agent case	 First� collaborating agents
typically have access to dierent information and thus hold dierent sets of
beliefs about actions	 For instance� only the agents directly involved in the
planning and execution of some subaction typically need to know the details
of how that subaction will be done	 Second� plan elaboration in a multi�agent
context requires the assignment of agents or subgroups to the constituent
individual and multi�agent actions �respectively� in the recipe	 Third� agents
must form commitments not only to doing their own actions� but also to
supporting the actions of others and to supporting the group activity as a

�To simplify the presentation� single�agent groups are permitted
 Formal de�nitions
may be found elsewhere �Hunsberger� ����
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For a group GR to have a Full SharedPlan �FSP� to do a complex action
A� requires that�

� GR mutually believe that each member agent intends that the
group do A��

���

� GR mutually believe that they have a full recipe for doing A��
and

� each action in that recipe be fully resolved	

A basic action A� is fully resolved if

� some agent G� in GR intends to do A� �

� GR mutually believe that G� intends to do A� and is able to do
A�� and

� GR mutually believe that each member agent intends that G� be
able to execute A� 	

���

Similarly� a complex action A� is fully resolved if

� some subgroup GR� in GR have a full plan to do A��

� GR mutually believe that GR� have a full plan to do A� and are
able to do A�� and

� GR mutually believe that each member agent intends that GR�

be able to execute A�	
���

Figure �� Informal de�nition of a Full SharedPlan �FSP�
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For a group GR to have a Partial SharedPlan �PSP� to do a complex action
A� requires that�

� GR mutually believe that each member agent intends that the
group do A��

���

� either GR mutually believe that they have a full recipe for doing
A� or they mutually believe that they have a partial recipe that
may be extended into a full recipe they can use to do A� and they
have a full plan to select such a recipe� and

� each action in the �possibly partial� recipe be either at�least�

partially�resolved or unresolved	

A basic action A� is at�least�partially�resolved if

� some agent G� in GR intends to do A� �

� GR mutually believe that G� intends to do A�� and

� GR mutually believe that each member agent intends that G�

be able to execute A� and each agent in GR intends that GR
mutually believe that G� is able to execute A�	

���

Similarly� a complex action A� is at�least�partially�resolved if

� some subgroup GR� in GR have a plan to do A��

� GR mutually believe that GR� have a plan to do A�� and

� GR mutually believe that each member agent intends that GR�

be able to execute A� and each agent in GR intends that GR
mutually believe that GR� are able to execute A�	

���

A basic action A� is unresolved if

� GR mutually believe that some member of GR could do A�� and

� GR have a full plan to select such an agent	 ���

Similarly� a complex action A� is unresolved if

� GR mutually believe that some subgroup of GR could do A�� and

� GR have a full plan to select such a subgroup	 ���

Figure �� Informal de�nition of a Partial SharedPlan �PSP�
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whole	 Finally� the decision making required for plan elaboration is a group
process and thus requires negotiation and group decision�making protocols	

Plan�Management Processes

A group of collaborating agents employ a variety of group processes to man�
age their multi�agent plan	 As a group� they must elaborate their partial
plan into a full plan which in turn requires that they complete the recipe
if it is partial� select agents or subgroups to do constituent actions� and es�
tablish a variety of individual commitments and mutual beliefs	 Although
the general structure of these group processes is similar to their individual�
plan counterparts� they dier in their fundamental reliance on group deci�
sion making	 Taken together� these planning processes are the means by
which partial plans evolve into full plans� as such� they constitute necessary
elements of the plan�management repertoire of any group of collaboration�
capable agents	

The SharedPlans de�nitions constrain the group decision�making pro�
cesses in many ways	 For example� a group decision to extend a partial
recipe is constrained by the requirement that the new subactions in the
recipe extension meet� at a minimum� the speci�cations for unresolved sub�
actions in the PSP de�nition �see Figure ��	 Similarly� a group decision to
assign an agent or subgroup to some constituent action is constrained by the
speci�cations for at�least�partially�resolved subactions in the PSP de�nition	
Although the SharedPlans de�nitions constrain these group planning pro�
cesses� they do not fully determine them	 Exploring candidate algorithms for
these group processes is one of the ways we are using the GigAgent system�
as discussed in the next section	

In addition to group plan�management processes� the SharedPlans for�
malization requires each agent to have various individual plan�management
processes	 Some of these individual plan�management processes are asso�
ciated with intentions�that arising from group activities	 The role of these
intention�cultivation processes is to determine what is necessary to monitor
the intended proposition� to determine possible courses of action to make
the proposition hold� and to decide which courses of action� if any� should
eventually be carried out �Grosz and Kraus� �����	 Other individual plan�
management processes are associated with intention con�ict resolution	 We
are examining the eects of various intention con�ict�resolution strategies
in our empirical research� as discussed later in this article	 In addition� a
major emphasis of our work in constructing collaboration�capable systems is
the investigation of candidate algorithms for intention�cultivation processes	
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Manifesting Collaboration

The SharedPlans formalization places numerous constraints on the design
of a collaborative agent	 First� an agent intending to do some action must
commit to means�ends reasoning �as represented by a plan to elaborate a
partial plan�	 Second� for a group to have a SharedPlan� they must have
agreed about certain decision�making procedures �e	g	� to select recipes� to
assign agents and subgroups to subactions�	 Third� since a rational agent
may not simultaneously hold con�icting intentions� a collaboration�capable
agent must have some means of detecting con�icting intentions and of rec�
onciling con�icts when they occur	 Fourth� as noted above� an agent partic�
ipating in collaborative activity must have processes with which to manage
its various intentions�that�from intentions that certain mutual beliefs are
established to intentions that various subgroups be able to carry out their
assigned tasks	

In this section� we describe three systems currently under development�
WebTrader� a system for electronic commerce �Kraus and Hadad� ������
GigAgents� a collaboration�capable multi�agent system� and DIAL� a system
for collaborative distance learning �Ortiz et al	� �����	 In the �rst two
systems� elements of the SharedPlans speci�cations are directly re�ected in
the system architectures	 In the third system� the SharedPlans formalization
has been used to inform the system design� but the architecture does not
directly re�ect the SharedPlans speci�cations	

WebTrader� Electronic Commerce Application

The goal of the WebTrader application is to incorporate collaborative fea�
tures into a computerized system for buying and selling items such as books�
clothes and furniture on the Internet	 In the WebTrader environment� sev�
eral enterprises� each with several kinds of goods to sell to each other or
to individual �human� buyers� have intelligent buyer and seller agents	 The
job of buyer agents is to purchase goods that are missing from the stocks of
their enterprises	 The job of seller agents is to sell their enterprises� goods	

In the WebTrader environment� agents� bene�ts are measured in terms
of income	 SharedPlans may be formed between agents belonging to the
same enterprise who want to maximize their enterprise�s income	 They may
also be formed among agents interested in collaboration only as a means of
maximizing their individual bene�t	 For instance� suppose a buyer agent
wants to purchase an item from a seller agent of another enterprise	 Al�
though each agent wants to maximize its own enterprise�s bene�t� and the
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agents may have certain con�icting interests� they share the goal of success�
fully completing the transaction	 By forming a SharedPlan� they increase
their chances of completing a mutually bene�cial transaction	 For example�
having a SharedPlan may motivate the seller to notify the buyer should
delivery problems arise	

The use of SharedPlans in the system design may also prove mutually
bene�cial when an automated seller interacts with a human buyer	 For
example� tracking the intentional context of an interaction �as we also do in
the DIAL system� described later� may make it easier for the seller to help
the buyer identify an item to purchase	 Thus� if a buyer has selected an
out�of�stock CD and the intentional context is that the buyer wanted that
CD because it contained a particular song� then the seller might suggest
another CD containing a dierent version of that same song	 In contrast� if
the intentional context is that the buyer wanted the CD because it contained
songs recorded by a particular singer� then the seller might suggest some
other CD recorded by that singer	

In the Electronic Commerce domain� agents begin with partial plans and
develop them over time into complete plans	 For example� at the beginning
of an interaction a buyer may only be able to characterize her needs approx�
imately� later on� with the help of a seller agent�who may� for example�
present information about available items and their properties�the agents
may be able to �nd a speci�c item to satisfy the buyer�s needs	 The Elec�
tronic Commerce domain is also dynamic� things change� possibly in the
middle of the planning process� while the plan is still partial	 In addition�
an agent�s beliefs about the results of its own actions may be uncertain or
faulty and its knowledge about the world or other agents may be incomplete	
For example� a buyer and seller may have agreed upon the date of payment
for a particular item but� as the date approaches� the buyer may realize that
she is unable to pay for the item as originally planned	 Thus� while an agent
is planning or acting on the basis of a partial plan� the plan may have to
be revised	 By providing for both individual and collaborative plans to be
partial and by specifying the processes by which they may be elaborated�
the SharedPlans formalization enables us to develop agents that are able to
act in the dynamic and uncertain Electronic Commerce environment	

In contrast to other agent�based markets or retail outlets on the Web
�Takahashi et al	� ����� Doorenbos et al	� ����� Schrooten� ����� Chavez
and Maes� ����� Chavez et al	� ����� Wurman et al	� ����� Klaus et al	�
����� Albayrak et al	� ����� which focus on either extraction of information
or negotiation strategies� our system supports cooperative interactions of
buying and selling goods	 The current prototype of the WebTrader agent is
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able to construct and carry out simple plans for buying and selling items in
a simulated environment �which we implemented�� but is not yet able to buy
and sell on the Web	 It is able to cooperate simultaneously with more than
one agent	 To enable such cooperation� we developed and implemented data
structures and control mechanisms that enable the agent to handle several
complex actions at a time	 For example� a WebTrader agent is able to
interrupt negotiations with one agent� start new negotiations with another
agent� and then interrupt these negotiations to return to the �rst agent	

GigAgents� Domain�Independent Collaborative Multi�Agent

System

The GigAgent system is a multi�agent system that supports the collabo�
ration of any number of human and computer agents� each of whom may
participate simultaneously in activities involving several dierent groups	
Even within a single group activity� hierarchical task expansion may lead to
a single agent being involved simultaneously in several active� subordinate
SharedPlans	 The participation of human agents in the GigAgent system is
facilitated by agent wrapper software that handles most of the routine chores
required of collaborating agents �e	g	� sending and receiving messages and
keeping track of commitments� proposals� pending decisions� and their in�
terrelationships�	

The purpose of the GigAgent system is to provide a platform for study�
ing multi�agent collaboration	 We are using GigAgents to test and evaluate
various strategies and algorithms for team formation� commitment gener�
ation� plan elaboration and con�ict resolution �especially con�icts arising
from the interaction of commitments to individual and group activities�	 In
the current implementation� we are simulating a computer systems admin�
istration domain in which heterogeneous groups of computer and human
agents work together on tasks such as upgrading software and hardware�
restoring deleted �les from backups� keeping Web pages up to date� and
checking system security	

Group decision making is a signi�cant component of GigAgent activity	
Agents must agree on how they will select recipes� bind various parameters
of their group actions� and assign agents or subgroups to various constituent
tasks	 Furthermore� this group decision�making activity typically happens
incrementally	 The GigAgent architecture supports the incremental execu�
tion of planning actions �and domain actions� if desired� thereby enabling
each agent to participate in several ongoing collaborative negotiations per�
taining to dierent decisions required by various group activities	 The sys�
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tem neither imposes nor presumes any particular organizational or manage�
ment structure among collaborating agents	 A range of possibilities�from
completely democratic protocols �one agent� one vote� to autocratic ones�
may be incorporated and tested	 An initial voting�based protocol has been
implemented to enable us to test the overall systems architecture and in�
frastructure	

We plan to use the GigAgent system to test and evaluate strategies
for con�ict resolution coming out of our empirically�based SPIRE research
project �discussed later�	 We are also beginning to investigate algorithms for
the single�agent cultivation processes associated with intentions�that held
by an agent	 These cultivation processes� implemented as incrementally�
executable actions� are responsible for monitoring the status of their asso�
ciated intentions�that� for considering ways of bringing about the intended
propositions� and for determining any potential con�icts	 Although we ex�
pect the cultivation processes to rely in part on domain�dependent reason�
ing� our current research aims to uncover the domain�independent portions
of such processes	

Finally� in addition to the explicit collaboration among agents in the
GigAgent system� there is implicitly modeled collaboration in the imple�
mentation of the agent wrapper software that facilitates the participation of
human agents in the system	 To make this interface more eective� we are
investigating how to increase its collaborative nature by basing its operation
on general principles gleaned from our work on the SharedPlans formaliza�
tion and the human�computer interface systems we have built based on
SharedPlans	 The next section discusses this use of SharedPlans in more
detail	

SharedPlans for Interface Design

We have used SharedPlans in the design of a collaborative human�computer
interface system	 The Distributed Information Access for Learning �DIAL�
system �Ortiz et al	� ����� provides for multi�media interactions with a com�
plex information system	 Our goal in building DIAL was to demonstrate the
e�cacy of the SharedPlans model� and collaboration more generally� in pro�
viding people with natural� �exible� and eective means of communicating
with computer systems	 A central aim of the work has been to develop
a system that enables users to obtain the information they need without
having to specify the way in which the system should �nd it	 DIAL is ac�
tive in working with users to identify information relevant to their needs or
tasks� rather than providing the narrow input�output window of current�
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generation interfaces	
The current DIAL implementation operates in the domain of information

support for distance learning by students in an introductory programming
class	 It allows students to access course notes� videos� and assignments�
as well as reference materials and teaching fellows� when undertaking such
tasks as studying for exams� reviewing lecture materials� and working on
assignments	 In this domain� the collaborative plans formed by DIAL and
its users are �information�locating
 plans�that is� plans to locate informa�
tion relevant to some task of the user �e	g	 studying for an exam� preparing
a lecture�	 These collaborative plans are in service of the user�s individual
intentions and plan to carry out the task	 Typically� the initial SharedPlan
will spawn many subsidiary SharedPlans �Lochbaum ����� ����� which will
also be information�locating plans	 For example� a user�s individual inten�
tion to study for a midterm exam might lead her to engage DIAL to form
a SharedPlan with the system to �nd information relevant to the exam	 In
such a case� DIAL would present a menu indicating the types of informa�
tion available �e	g	� assignments and lecture notes�	 At that point� were
the user to select �review an assignment
� she and DIAL would then form
a subsidiary SharedPlan to locate assignments and assignment information
relevant to the exam	

DIAL builds a representation of context based on the subsidiary relation�
ships between the various SharedPlans it forms with the user	 It employs
this contextual information to reduce the user�s communication burden	 In
particular� information requests are interpreted relative to the graphically
displayed �and hence mutually believed� prevailing intentional context which
may be manipulated by the user as well as the system	 As a result� requests
may be expressed more succinctly	 For instance� if a user asks to see videos
in the context of reviewing some topic �say� sorting algorithms�� DIAL would
interpret the request as a request to see videos on that topic	 DIAL has been
designed to use information about the intentional context also to respond
and act collaboratively� rather than in the master�slave style typical of most
current human�computer interfaces	 For instance� it presents choices that
the user might be unaware of as requests are pursued	 The system has
also been designed to use intentional context to plan alternative courses of
action� but such plan�revision capabilities are not yet integrated into the
implementation	

DIAL does not explicitly reason about beliefs and intentions� but does
incorporate the speci�cations of SharedPlans listed in Figure �	 To simplify
the construction and use of DIAL� we stipulated which actions the user and
the system could perform and �xed the subtask assignments rather than
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� Intention�that the group perform the group action� DIAL�s commit�
ment to the collaborative information�locating activities it undertakes
with a user are manifest in its tracking of the intentional context and
its use of that context to guide the interpretation of user queries and
selections� and to constrain its replies	

� Constructing and extending �partial� recipes� The user and DIAL
incrementally compose recipes for their group activities throughout
any given session	

� Mutual belief of subtask assignments and action capabilities� The vi�
sual display of intentional structure provides common ground for es�
tablishing these mutual beliefs	

� Intentions�that other participants be able to do subactions in the recipe

to which they are committed� DIAL constrains user choices to those
actions that can be performed in the current context	

Figure �� Speci�cations of SharedPlans incorporated in the DIAL system

leaving them to a dynamic decision�making process	

Empirical Studies of Decision Making in a Collab�

orative Context

Agents involved in a collaborative activity may need to reconcile their in�
tentions to do group�related actions with other� con�icting intentions	 For
example� an agent committed to perform a certain task as part of a group ac�
tivity may be given the opportunity to do another� unrelated activity that
occurs at the same time as the group�related task	 Since agents are pre�
sumed to act in an individually rational manner� seeking to maximize their
�or their owner�s� utility rather than the utility of the group� they need to
be able to weigh the costs and bene�ts of the two options in the context
of their commitment to the group	 Intention reconciliation in such contexts
is complex because agents need to consider how other group members will
react if they fail to honor their commitments	 Since agents may want to
collaborate in the future with other members of the group� there may be
signi�cant costs to defaulting on group�related tasks	

To study the problem of intention reconciliation in the context of collabo�
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ration� we have constructed the SPIRE �SharedPlans Intention�Reconciliation
Experiments� simulation system �Sullivan et al	� �����	 SPIRE is general
enough to allow us to model agents from a large set of problem domains
and enables us to consider the impact of group norms and environmental
factors on agents faced with con�icting intentions� as well as the eective�
ness of dierent intention�reconciliation strategies that agents may adopt	
The group norms include penalties imposed when agents default on group�
related tasks	 The environmental factors include the size of the group and
the number of tasks in each time period	 We aim to provide insight into
the types of factors that aect individual and group behavior and outcomes�
and thus derive principles for designers of collaboration�capable agents	

Initial pilot studies in the SPIRE framework �Sullivan et al	� ����� have
established that the number of times agents default on group tasks drops o
as agents give more weight to group factors in their decision making� that
the number of defaults decreases as the penalty for defaulting increases� and
that individual income and group income increase as the number of defaults
decreases	 While these results may be unsurprising� they verify that the
group factors and norms we have designed are reasonable and provide a
concrete demonstration of how group�related factors can aect the decision
making of self�interested agents	 A study that examined various aspects of
�social consciousness
 �agents being willing to sacri�ce short�term personal
gain for longer�term group good� has shown that as agents become more
socially conscious� defaults decrease and more group�related tasks are com�
pleted� but that a moderate degree of social consciousness functions better
than an extreme degree when the combination of group�task and individual�
task income is considered �Glass and Grosz� �����	

Conclusions

The SharedPlans formalization� of which we provide an overview in this ar�
ticle� speci�es the minimal mental state requirements for a group of agents
to have a plan for collaborative activity� stopping conditions for planning
processes� and constraints on agents� beliefs and intentions as they initiate
and expand partial plans	 It provides a means of representing the commit�
ments of participants in collaborations to their group activities and treats
the partiality that arises naturally in most planning situations	

We have designed an architecture for collaborative agents based on this
formalization and have built two systems based on this architecture	 One�
called GigAgents� models and supports explicit collaboration in planning
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and acting among both human and computer agents	 The second� a system
for electronic commerce� called WebTrader� supports the cooperative pro�
cesses of buying and selling goods on the Web	 The formalization has also
proved useful in the development of a collaborative interface to a system for
distance learning� called DIAL	

The development of the SharedPlans formalization and of systems based
on it have suggested several fundamental problems in multi�agent collabora�
tive planning	 In this article� we brie�y describe one such problem area� the
problem of reconciling intentions in the context of group activities	 We have
developed SPIRE� an empirical framework that enables dierent decision�
making processes to be simulated and studied	 The article presents results
of early studies using this framework	

Our current eorts are focused on continued empirical studies of intention�
reconciliation� incorporation of the results of these studies into the collaboration�
capable systems we are developing� and development of more sophisticated
group decision�making algorithms for use in the systems	
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